The geological big data has unique diversity, heterogeneity, periodicity and extension. The fusion analysis and data mining of geological big data are two hot and difficult issues for mineral resource prediction and geological hazard forecast-warning for the time being. There are numerous errors during the observation process of geological big data and influences of geological noise. For these grounds, the spatial model based on geological big data always presents uncertainties, which can be divided into two types: randomness and chaos. These two uncertainties are key contents to probe into geological spacial distribution and the nature of variation. This paper delves into the generating background of the geological big data and generating causes and nature of its randomness and chaos. Further, this paper proposes general principles for these two uncertain spacial modeling should follow and thus provides a theoretical foundation for the stability and adaptability of the geological spacial model, spacial analysis, spacial prediction and decision.
INTRODUCTION
Big data is an outcome of the highly developed information era in human society. For the time being, such so-called big data has not been endowed with an unambiguous definition. In the industry, the feature of 4 "V" is generally employed: Volume, Variety, Value, and Velocity. In other words, it has the feature of huge data volume, numerous data variety, low-density data value, and the efficient processing velocity. Data is an outcome of the interaction between human society and the nature, and also a result of human behaviors on natural objects. Just like any tools, the big data can serve for the human if can be clearly red or resolved of useful knowledge information.
However, the geological big data has some essential differences from the appellative big data. All the geological big data originate from the observation and production in human geological space. For this reason, except general common features all big data have, it also has some exclusive spacial features the general big data are not provided. These features can be summarized as diversity, heterogeneity, periodicity and extension. Diversity means that geological big data originate from different subjects, different observation technologies, different testing tools, different resolutions and also target objects in different ages. These different sources have formed a diversified data set. Heterogeneity means that the geological big data has different dimensions, different means of expression, different natural attributes, different properties and uses, as well as other structural differences from both connotation and extension. The manifestation is a tremendous difference of changes in the data structure. Periodicity refers a cycling feature manifested alongside periodic successions of geological space by the cycling movement with the earth as a celestial body, and thus enables data to present a certain repeated or overlapped feature in both structure and sequence. Extension means that the geological space has boundless and wide space under conditions of multi scales and multi resolutions from the perspective of geosciences observation, which can thus meet the demand of large sample capacity.
We have already known some facts relative to the geological space. It is an axiolitic shell structure constituted by the upper crust-lithosphere and the lower soil weathered layer. It is a mixed accumulation formed by geological-body inlays with different ages, components and forming causes by the geological process (magmatism, sedimentation, metamorphism, tectonism and meteorolite). Hence, the geological big data reflects the information sources in the superimposed field of mixed geological space. The essence of the geological big data is a representation of complex and volatile components and structures in the geological space. The extremely complex geological process covered inside of it will inevitably contain the useful information and useless noises, to some extent, the geological noises have occupied the vast majority of geological big data. There are ultimate goals for human to make use of the geological big data. One is to find out various mineral resources available to humans through the geological big data. The other one is to identify the time and space marks of various geological disasters and thus to make decisions on the prevention and reduction of natural disasters.
For the time being, the acquisition of geological big data mainly relies on the satellite remote sensing, airborne and manual measurement and other methods, including the observation data with various requirements on dimension and resolution) acquired by 4S (GIS, GPS, RS, SAR). These observation data with different subjects and different technologies describe and portray characters and change trends of geological space in different aspects, which even can be called as a hologram portrayal of the geological space. The analysis of geological big data aims at mining a useful knowledge system from the data sea and thus serving for human"s geological demands. Therefore, the fusion analysis of geological big data, spacial data mining, and spacial prediction and decision would become the main contents to delving into the geological big data.
Under normal circumstances, the geological big data is classified into the spacial data, which is also the attribute and vector data related to the spacial 2D coordinate plane or 3D coordinate plane. Due to the complex structure of geological space, the geological big data has the same complex spacial distribution and variation. However, the actual manual sampling is a discrete random sampling process of the given measuring scale, so the geological big data presents a certain discrete feature when distributed by space. For this reason, the processing procedure for geological big data is required to satisfy the discrete interpolation simulation as far as possible and thus to achieve the error reduction. The spacial distribution and variability of the geological big data directly reflect the changes in geological spacial attributes, which is the key to mine the useful geosciences information. Thus, the scientific nature for fusion processing of geological big data is to extract the data integration and model integration reflecting the variation patterns of geological space from the data sea, which can be reduced to the problem of geological space modeling. Then the mathematical theories involved in the process of geological space modeling and numerical features of itself may become key issues in the research. However, the expression for numerical features of geological space has always been a hot and different point in mathematical geology and numerical geology. As a subsystem constituted by the earth, geological space runs in the space and time by following its inherent laws. Because it belongs to the open quantum system, there will inevitably have numerous random factors forming interferences and diverge main movement of geological space from the normal track, which is the uncertainty during the geological process. Under normal circumstances, what the geological big data has reflected is the data markers of such uncertainty. Therefore, we basically divide it into randomness and chaos, in this way, explaining random model and chaos model of the geological big data then becomes the primary task for fusion analysis of geological big data.
DISCUSSIONS ON THE RANDOMNESS AND CHAOS OF GEOLOGICAL SPACE AND GEOLOGICAL BIG DATA MODEL
The point that the geological process is random has been explained before. The geological randomness is generated by interferences of numerous random factors and the process is usually diverged from the physical and chemical indicators system. In other words, the geological process is affected by many local geological conditions, which has enabled some main-body operation laws in geological space always present uncertainties. This is the reason why the geological randomness can be generated. In fact, the geological space belongs to the open quantum system and is the subsystem in the earth system. As one of the operation modes in earth dynamic system, geological process is restricted by numerous factors in this system and would inevitably lead to the uncertainties of some generated factors on both time and space, so the randomness is presented on the whole. The comprehensive representation of such randomness can be expressed by random variables. Similarly, measuring the operation effects of the system can be expressed by mathematical models of randomness. Most geological spacial models supported by big data are random models. The geological big data can be further divided, which has the following natures:
Similarity or Correlation
The so-called similarity or correlation is the generalized correlation represented by the spacial attribute geologic body and its components as well as the spacial relation in the geological space. It has two implications. One is the so-called correlation, manifesting the self-correlation inside the geologic bodies and cross-correlation between geologic bodies. It specifically embodies in numerical correlation between geological big data, such as the correlation between mineral structures inside the magmatic rock body and affinity between the geochemical elements. The other one is similarity, referring to the analogical common attribute or similar attribute features of geological bodies in space. The similarity or correlation reflects the affinity relationship between geological bodies in the geological space. In a way, it also reflects the affinity extent between geological bodies presented in different spacial areas under same the geological processes.
The self-correlation (self-similarity) and cross-correlation (cross-similarity) are basic attributes in the geological space and basic rules to set the big data model. It must be pointed that, the affinity measurement of big data is generally started from a group of two. But actually, affinity between data often presents the feature of group correlation, requiring the collective correlation or collective matching relationship to be taken into consideration in the affinity measurement. The various affinity measurement indexes in spatial statistics are affinity indexes defined from different aspects.
The self-correlation (self-similarity) and cross-correlation (cross-similarity) are two levels of variability measurement in the geological space, and also two measurement ways for both internal similarity and external similarity of the geological bodies. The similarity measurement of the space can generally achieve the optimal measurement under certain constraint conditions through the dimension reduction.
Structuredness
The structuredness refers to the object hierarchy relationship of the geological space presented during the process of spatial-temporal evolution. The hierarchy relationship of geological bodies is an important relationship type in the geological space and the relational big data may be the main correlation pattern in the geological space. The structuredness embodies in two levels: one is the spacial level manifested by different geological objects, the other one is the progressive variation feature manifested on the internal phase of a geological object.
The so-called structuredness is a hierarchy feature caused by composition polyphyly of the geological big data and diversity of geological conditions. The geological big data"s structuredness is directly manifested on the data field superposition relationship and mutual antithesis relationship of different subject data. The structuredness has directly reflected logical relationship of spatial-temporal evolution in geological space.
The structural analysis of geological big data is conductive to identify different types of geological bodies and for the scientific classification and variability measurement of geological bodies (Laijun,2011) The so-called singularity refers to some anomalous characters in special high or low local segment attributes of the geological big data presented on the spacial distribution. The scientific essence of such singularity in geological big data is the data singularity effect generated by the disequilibrium of earth crustal dynamics system. There are two concrete reasons why such data singularity is generated. One is the singularity effect caused by the system"s random errors. The other one is the singularity effect caused by the disequilibrium of factors affecting the data. In this case, the singularity effect is also called anomalous feature, the geological anomaly and geochemistry anomaly are both embodiments of big data"s singularity effect .
Figure 2. Heilongjiang district geochemical multidimensional computing image
As a result, the randomness of geological big data determines the background and the abnormal segregation phenomenon on the structure of data model. Such a structural segregation almost runs through the whole geological space, and provides structural similarity of mathematical model for analysis of the generalized geological anomalies. All of these are objective rules must be considered for fusion analysis of the big data.
On the other hand, the uncertainties in the geological space distribution and even in the geological big data are manifested as the feature of chaos.
It is generally acknowledged that, chaos refers to another uncertain phenomenon in the system which is seemed to be unordered and inconstant. The chaos phenomenon is basically characterized in the sensibility to initial value of the system. In this case, the system usually becomes a nonlinear system, so the uncertain solution in such a nonlinear system is sometimes called chaotic solution. For this reason, the chaos is sometimes regarded as a dynamic factor to determine the internal randomness or the pseudo-randomness in the system.
The author put forward an understanding for this chaos phenomenon. In general cases, the system belongs to the open system, in other words, there exist responses of energy and material exchange inside and outside the system. There are many factors affecting the internal operation of the system, whose synthetic actions would eventually lead to the unordered change of the system. The unordered change can be represented by the "stalemate", whose nature is a reaction of material movements in the system reaching to the quasi-equilibrium condition. In this case, even tiny disturbances could certainly cause destructions of "stalemate" inside of the system. This is the so-called "what happens to a small part may affect the whole". Because the state of motion for some factors may absorb other states of motion, the more intense unordered pattern is presented on the synthetic actions. It is equivalent to magnifying several times of such tiny disturbances, where the nature of chaos phenomena lies. The chaos phenomenon, as another uncertainty corresponds to the randomness, describes uncertain phenomena in the change course under unordered states of the system. The chaos and randomness are not opposite, but to describe the system uncertainties respectively from different aspects.
The geological space belongs to the open earth subsystem, so the chaos effects exist everywhere in the geological space. Besides, geological objects formed by the mixed accumulation effects have different generating ages, spacial relationships, and spacial facies classification, so complex chaos is generally presented, which may inevitable lead to the chaos feature of geological big data model. It can be said that geosciences is faced with full chaos without any doubt.
Hence, the discussions and descriptions on the characteristics of chaos in geological space will inevitable become another important content for delving into the geological spacial distribution and variability.
PRINCIPLES ON RANDOM MODEL AND CHAOS MODEL OF GEOLOGICAL BIG DATA
From 1980s to the start of this century, probability model and multivariate statistical analysis model are two most applied models in the circle of mathematical geology at home and abroad, so they won"t be covered again here. This paper has a discussion on the random model and chaos model by employing the theory of spectrum analysis for geological big data.
Unlike the traditional geological variable models, the theory of spectrum analysis for geological big data is to take all geological big data (geography, geology, geophysics, geochemistry, remote sensing and other subject data) as the support for models and lay an emphasis on the holographic and multistage description of geological objective. It is not to deliberately select geological variables merely by employing these methods. This method is hard to avoid a large number of geological noises in the big data from entering into the model. However, due to the establishment of digital spectrum and the introduction of Fourier transform and Laplace transform methods, i.e. integrating all the information of geological big data, plus each geological object has the only one spectral function, the geological noises can thus be filtered in the transform course. As per the theory of digital spectrum, the spectral functions formed by big data reflect the the superimposed field effect in the geological space. Hence, the spectral functions of big data can be carried on spectral factorization in accordance with spectral synthesis and decomposition principle and vice versa. As thus, recognizing the existing ways of complex geological bodies can be turned into the synthesis and decomposition problem of the spectral functions. Classification of random model:
Linear Spatial Correlation Model
The models of this type are mainly multivariate statistical analysis models with main research contents of correlation of multidimensional geological variable statistics and prediction of mineral resources. Its core problem is to find out the optimal dimension orthogonal space under certain linear restrictive conditions for the multidimensional geological variables of big samples, and thus to express the internal relatedness of the all the variables, such as the stepwise regression analysis, factor analysis, canonical
The linear correlation models are mainly characterized in the targeted screening and assignment for geological variable set and establishing relevant models by following the statistical sampling features. Its concrete mathematical problems could be usually concluded to quadratic principal axes problem and eventually turned to the complex solution problem for generalized eigenvalues and feature vectors. During this period, the largest relevant confining conditions are essential. The models of this type reflect more on functional measurement indexes of multidimensional geological variables, such as the weight measurement, classification discrimination, information conversion, composition correlation, and structure optimization. The geometrical significance for linear correlation models is to conduct the so-called minimum dimension compression of original multidimensional variable space and thus find out an orthogonal subspace to express all the multidimensional variables. It should be noted that, the generalized correlation or similarity in the geological space enables such orthogonal subspace to be adapted to the Hilbert space in most cases.
Non-Linear Spatial Variation Model
The models of this type usually take Kriging Series as main contents, whose feature is to establish the socalled variation function by spacial distance parameters and thus carry on the spacial variation measurement, such as the Ordinary Kriging, Universal Kriging, Disjunctional Kriging, Indicator Kriging and Co-Kriging.
The most prominent characteristics of this type taking the distance as a measurement method for expressing the spacial variation is to assume the geological space is under the equilibrium distribution and make solutions under intrinsic hypothesis condition by a series of Kriging equations and principles under the definition of other concepts. The multivariable Kriging is the largest research hot topic, and discussions on spacial variation model have become hot contents for studies in the spatial informatics. The weakness of this method is that expressing variation models only by spatial distance is hard to go beyond the measurement problem in the geological space.
Non-Linear Multi-Fractal Spatial Variation Measurement Model
Based on the criterion for accurate spacial calculation, models of this type apply the theory of fractal geometry into the data establishment and prediction in the geological space. Its most prominent feature is to establish fractal models at different scales for different spatial resolutions, and give model measurement at different levels as per the superposition of spacial variables at the same time (Laijun,2002) . 
Non-Linear Spatial Catastrophe and Chaos Model
The models of this type are state models in the spacial system established by adopting the catastrophe theory and chaos theory under the conditions of unordered effects and abrupt changes in the geological spacial system. There are two main contents inside of the models of this type. One is to hold that the geological space is distributed without uniform and stability, but with conditions of catastrophic phenomena everywhere, and there are significant differences in the spatial structure changes, so it is appropriate to use the catastrophe model to express such an unbalanced phenomenon for the spatial variation. The other one is to hold that there are chaos conditions in geological spacial system, referring to the uncertainties of spatial state caused by the randomness inside of the spacial system. It is featured in extreme sensibility effect on the original value of geological process by the spacial system. This original value contributes to the extreme uncertainties after being infinitely enlarged by unordered movements in the geological space. Geological anomaly, geochemical elements anomaly, volcanic activity anomaly, supervision anomaly of geochemical elements are all can be deemed as extreme states of geochemical elements under the chaos system. Hence, the catastrophe model and the chaos model have become two difficult subjects for studies on geological spacial variability currently (Pengda,1994) . 
CONNOTATION AND EXTENSION OF DIGITAL SPECTRUM THEORETICAL MODEL IN THE GEOLOGICAL SPACE
To discuss the fusion analysis model in the geological spacial big data, Lu Laijun, the Professor of Jilin University, has independently proposed digital spectrum analysis theory of geological bodies based on analysis and discussion of randomness and chaos during the geological process. This paper made a further discussion on connotation and extension of this theory (Yang,2010) . The digital spectrum analysis theory of geological bodies is based on the fact as below. In the mixed structure of geological space, each geological body has its own relative independence, while geological bodies have relevance due to the overall impact by crustal dynamics elements. It can be represented by using mathematical linguistics: geological bodies have auto-correlation and cross-correlation, which can be expressed by multidimensional parameters of big data. Each geological body is defined with the unique spacial variation function, which is corresponded with space coordinates (2D or 3D) of uniqueness. This function is the so-called digital spectrum function. To be specific, giving each geological body a unique digital spectrum function and using the spectral characteristics to represent multi-element and multiphase forms of geological body. Different spectral functions of the geological body have different numerical characteristics, which is called spectral characteristics of the geological body as well. The geological spectrum is to reveal the critical measurement index of "secret key" in the existence and evolution of the geological body. It both contains existing character description of the geological body and all the information of its process of historical evolution. The physical significance of a spectral function is the distribution size of a certain geographic property in the unit spacial measurement, representing denseness of a certain property in the geological body. It is also called spectral density function due to its spacial distribution and variability. The universal model of spectral density function can be given by using the Fourier transform equation:
The eigenfunction for distribution function x 
The spectral function and the correlation function have the comparison expression as below :
is the spectral density, the correlation function can be expressed as :
According to the inter-conversion principle between time and space as well as between substance and energy, the energy spectral density can be transferred into the substance spectral density. In this way, a series of concepts defined in the energy spectral density can be transferred into the substance spectral density.
As a random function, the spectral density function can construct the relevant spectral density function model. The attribute concentration features inside of geological body are represented by the spectral density. For this reason, the auto-correlation and cross-correlation would be transferred into the spacial variability measurement. Besides, the auto-correlation and cross-correlation function are two basic functions to represent the variability of geological bodies (Laijun,2015) . Figure 6 . Big data is applied to earthquake prediction
The concrete calculation of the spectral function relates to the key links in the fusion analysis of physics, chemistry, remote sensing and other subject big data. After the acquisition of original information coding data matrix for big data, under the spacial auto-correlation and cross-correlation conditions, new spacial calibration and spectral analysis of the geological body are conducted by the matching relationship.
According to the principle of Fourier transform, the representation of mix features in the geological space can be handled by the synthesis of spectral function. In addition, the spectral function measured by big data could be deemed to be formed by spectrum superposition of several geological bodies, which can be made spectral decomposition. This spectral decomposition can be decomposed and synthesized for many times in accordance with different dimensions, layers and levels of the geological space. In this way, the representation for mixed distribution and variability of the geological space can be transferred into the problem of multiple spectrum synthesis and calculation.
CONCLUSION
From the above, the randomness and chaos of the geological spacial big data is set up based on the mixed feature distribution and variation conditions in geological space. As a result, the space modeling of big data is a complex modeling process, rather than a traditional simple geological variable model. The conclusions are shown as below:
(1) The randomness and chaos of the geological space are two aspects for uncertainty during the operating process of such an open spacial system. The spectrum model of geological big data is provided with randomness and chaos. The solution of two types can be obtained through the spectrum solution of big data, wherein chaotic attractor is the optimal solution;
(2) The complex modeling of geological space should be provided of the multi-level nested model. For this reason, the model is not a simple multivariate function model, but a composite function model. Under the nonlinear condition, this model is usually represented as a multidimensional vector form;
(3) The accuracy of geological spacial big data has something to do with the spatial scale and data resolution. Therefore, spatial modeling should be a system modeling, not for a separate modeling of the geological body. The system coding analysis of the original geosciences information is required to be included in the fusion analysis for big data. After that, based on the analysis for minimum dimension, the phase-space reconstruction should be conducted by finding out an optimal calibration space, and thus an appropriate spatial variation function is given.
